The word "toy" comes from a Scandinavian word meaning "little tool." This term could not be more appropriate; play is not just the way a child passes time, it is in a profound way a child's "work"--and the "tools" of that work are toys. W e've learned some definite things in the 22 years of the Great American Toy Test. First, kids 5 and under are not much different than kids that age were fifty years ago. Little kids have pretty much the same interests all kids have had for generations. Second, today's kids are far more technology-savvy than previous generations. The toys your kids play with today should encompass this spectrum: simple, traditional toys that have entertained kids for decades, as well as technology and computer-based gadgetry that will help them get ahead in the 21st century.
THE BEST OF THE REST
On the following pages are the rest of our toys that scored so well we also confidently recommend them for your consideration. They are surefire winners too! W e do this to make a very important point. There are more than 100,000 toys on the market. Some are brand new . Others have been around for generations. Above and beyond our Top Twenty Toys, the best toys for your little ones may also be found in these categories as well. We want to give you the widest range of products and price ranges to pick from. They come in all price ranges which should indicate that prices does not necessarily have a lot to do with whether a toy is or is not a hit with children.
DOLLS & STUFFED ANIMALS
These are toys that literally become the child's friend. It's that one-on-one relationship that makes these toys so endearing. 
Toy

CARS, TRUCKS, PLANES AND TRAINS
Provides an adult world fantasy by allowing kids to pretend to do one of the key things adults do: drive. 
IMPORTANT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
CHOOSE AGE-APPROPRIATE TOYS --Everyone likes to think his or her child is smarter and more capable than other kids of the same age. Don't fool yourself. If a toy is beyond the child's mental or physical ability, it could end up presenting a significant safety hazard to the child. It could also be boring, or not much fun. Be wise and respect the age label on the package. These age ratings were determined by experts with your child's best interests and safety in mind. love to put things in their mouths.
KEEP BIG KIDS' TOYS AWAY FROM LITTLE KIDS
That's why you should never allow older kids' toys to be in an area where little kids can get hold of them. Many older kids' toys have small parts on which a young child could choke. The complicated nature of older kids' toys often makes them hazardous to tots.
BEWARE OF BROKEN TOYS --Though a working toy can be perfectly safe, it can be extremely dangerous when it's broken. Typically, broken toys can become swallowing or choking hazards (when a small part breaks off) or cutting hazards (when an edge becomes sharp or juts out). Once a toy is broken, carefully check for hazards and take it away from the child if it does indeed pose a hazard.
REPORT DANGEROUS TOYS --The United States Consumer Product Safety Commission is the nation's watchdog for unsafe toys. This agency has the legal authority to inspect, evaluate and recall toys which may be unsafe. Consumers are encouraged to contact the Consumer Product Safety Commission by phone or online.
Toll Free 1 (800) 638-CPSC 
